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Inheritance Tax
Phil & Claire:
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•

Married

•

Three children, Hayley, Alex and Luke

•

Own their home worth £500,000

•

Bank and building society savings of £200,000

•

Investment portfolio with a value of £500,000

•

Pension pot each of £500,000
27/06/2017

Inheritance Tax
•

The charge to tax on an individuals chargeable assets upon
death – this includes the value of gifts made in the seven
(sometimes 14) years prior to date of death, subject to
certain reliefs.
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•

No Inheritance Tax is charged upon transfers to a surviving
spouse. A surviving spouse, upon death, may take the
benefit of the unused tax allowance of the first spouse to
die.

•

The Inheritance Tax Allowance or “Nil Rate Band” is
currently £325,000.
27/06/2017

Inheritance Tax
•

On 6 April 2017 the Government introduced an additional
Inheritance Tax Allowance, the “Residence Nil Rate Band” which is
currently £125,000 per person and will increase to £175,000 by
April 2020, which will benefit only the individuals who meet
specific criteria.
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•

This means that a married couple who have owned their home,
which they gift to their “direct descendants” (i.e. children or
grandchildren) outright upon death, will have a combined
Inheritance Tax allowance of £1 million by April 2020.

•

Once the available reliefs and exemptions have been
deducted, Inheritance Tax is charged at 40% on the
balance.

27/06/2017

Inheritance Tax
Ways in which Phil & Claire could seek to reduce their inheritance
tax liability include:
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•

Lifetime gifts to individuals, “Potentially Exempt Transfers”.

•

Annual allowance of £3,000 per person, small gift exemption of
£250, gifts out of excess income and the 7 year rule.

•

Lifetime gifts to trusts, “Chargeable Lifetime Transfers”.

•

Immediate charge to Inheritance Tax at 20% if chargeable
lifetime transfers in previous seven years exceed “Nil Rate
Band” and potential periodic and exit charges to
inheritance tax.

27/06/2017

Inheritance Tax
Ways in which Phil & Claire could seek to reduce their inheritance
tax liability include (continued):
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• With any gift, care must be taken to avoid making a “gift with a
reservation” which will be invalid for inheritance tax purposes.

• Maximise the benefit of Business Property Relief or Agricultural
Property Relief which may be available from business or farming
assets.
• Life insurance appropriately written into trust to cover
inheritance tax liability.
27/06/2017

Estate Planning in 2018 and beyond
How to approach managing your assets to provide an efficient and
effective legacy
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ABOUT US
• SG Wealth Management Ltd (SGWM) founded in 2001

• Norwich Head Office and Ipswich Office
• We provide professional financial services across East Anglia and the UK
• Independent and directly regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
• 12 advisers, c40 staff, with in depth financial planning experience
• Over £250m under management, across c600 private clients
• Operate on a discretionary management basis

TEAM APPROACH – Working together to provide you with a full service

Investment Committee
Our in-house collegiate committee
oversees our investment decisions
around asset allocation, fund
selection and portfolio composition

Solicitor
Specialist legal
advice, drafting
and transactions

Client Support
We have a dedicated team of
support staff who provide high
quality administration and reporting
services to deliver
your plan

Wealth Manager
Your dedicated
adviser and primary
contact

Paraplanning
A skilled team of qualified
and experienced researchers
and analysts help shape
our advice and provide
technical support

Operations
From compliance to marketing,
accounts to IT, our Operations staff
are vital for the company service
offering to clients

Accountant
Specialist tax
advice,
computation
and reporting

Estate Planning and Tax Considerations
An introduction to what to consider when planning legacies and
inter-generational wealth transfer

ESTATE / LEGACY PLANNING
• Estate planning is the process of anticipating and arranging
for the disposal of an estate during a person's life. Estate
planning typically attempts to eliminate uncertainties over
the administration of a probate and maximize the value of
the estate by reducing taxes and other expenses.
• Legacy planning incorporates other assets not contained in
a person’s estate, e.g. pension funds, assets held in trust.

LEGACY PLANNING TOOLS & TAXES
Asset Type
What instrument
determines transfer?
Who controls process?
Tax considerations?

•

Estate Asset*

Pension

Trust

Will

Pension Scheme Rules,
Expression of Wish

Trust Deed

Appointed Executors

Pension Scheme Trustees

Appointed Trustees

Inheritance Tax

Income Tax, Pension Lifetime
Allowance

Could be any tax - depends
on nature of trust

Typically an estate could comprise of a number of directly owned assets including:
• property, savings, investments, vehicles, shares, physical assets (e.g. collections)

Gifting And The Use Of Bespoke Trust
Arrangements
Gifting assets from your estate during your lifetime,
to reduce death duties

GIFTS WITH RESERVATION
• Typically to be effective for Inheritance Tax mitigation
donors (and spouses) can not benefit from a gifted asset
• However certain bespoke trust arrangements can help:
• Discounted Gift Trust (DGT) – retention of lifetime income, but
loss of capital
• Immediate IHT reduction
• Full exemption after 7 years

• Loan Trust – retention of original capital, but loss of income
• Revert to Settlor Trust – annual option to have some of gift (and
growth) returned

AN EXAMPLE PACKAGED SOLUTION

WHAT WOULD PHIL & CLAIRE DO?
• Pensions total £1m
• Estate £1.2m, of which £700k is liquid (nonproperty)
• Taxable excess £200k* (£80k IHT liability)
• Reluctant to make outright gifts now as they
may need capital / income in the future
• Invest up to £200k into Revert to Settlor
trust to mitigate IHT and retain flexibility
• Funded from existing savings / investments
*assuming full Double Nil Rate Bands at 2020/2021

CHARITABLE GIFTING & PHILANTHROPY
• Lifetime charitable gifts potentially immediately exempt
from IHT
• IHT charge reduces from 40% to 36% on estate if 10% of
‘net’ estate (after Nil Rate Bands etc) is left to charity (via
the Will)

Business Relief (BR) exempt assets
Assets you can retain in your estate which are exempt from IHT on death

BUSINESS RELIEF BASICS
• Business Relief (BR) established in 1976 and has had 100%
IHT exemption since 1992
• Tried and tested relief against IHT, with HMRC fully aware
• “Alongside the many ordinary family businesses that qualify for
the relief, there is a large and growing market for BR ‘products’ for
investors. HM Treasury estimates that at least £4bn is invested via
BR products” - Financing Growth in Innovative Firms Consultation, HM Treasury, August 2017

• BR Assets provide Inheritance Tax exemption after being
held for 2 years
• BR Assets remain in the estate, therefore under control
and accessible and available for use

BUSINESS RELIEF BASICS
• Owned “trading” company shares typically qualify
• “Replacement Relief” available for 3 years after sale

• Packaged / Managed investments also available which offer:
• Capital (and growth) accessible, albeit with limited (e.g. monthly /
quarterly) liquidity
• Lower risk: Typically aim to provide capital stability and modest
growth (e.g. 3-4% p/a)
• Higher risk: Aim to provide greater capital growth potential

BUSINESS RELIEF – THE AIM MARKET
Last 5 Years

Last 10 Years

All Share 53%, AIM All Share 67%

All Share 111%, AIM All-Share 26%

BR - CAPITAL PRESERVATION FOCUS

BR - INVESTMENT PROVIDERS

WHAT WOULD PHIL & CLAIRE DO?
• Pensions total £1m
• Estate £1.2m, of which £700k is liquid (nonproperty)
• Taxable excess £200k* (£80k IHT liability)
• Reluctant to make outright gifts now
• Invest up to £200k into BR investments to
mitigate IHT, retain flexibility and add
diversification
• Funded from existing savings / investments
*assuming full Double Nil Rate Bands at 2020/2021

Pension Legacies
The improved ways that wealth can transfer through generations

PENSION DEATH BENEFITS
• Pension funds do not typically fall into an estate for
Inheritance Tax
• Death Benefits can vary from scheme to scheme
• If deceased under age 75 benefits tax-free
• If over 75 subject to Income Tax at marginal rate (of recipient), if
and when income is drawn

FINANCE ACT 2015
• Improvement in death benefit position since 2015
• Successor’s Drawdown available to allow control of Income
Tax point (and therefore tax rate)
Original
Pension
Member dies
(age 78)

No
Tax

Leaves fund
to spouse,
who takes no
income then
dies (age 74)

No
Tax

Leaves fund
to 2 children,
who take
some income
(tax-free)

No
Tax

They
nominate
their children
to receive
fund on their
death

• Often beneficiaries pay lower rate of tax on pension
benefits than 40% Inheritance Tax on assets in estate
• NB – ensure you check your scheme’s death benefit options
and beneficiaries are nominated!

WHAT WOULD PHIL & CLAIRE DO?
• Pensions total £1m
• Estate £1.2m, of which £700k is liquid (nonproperty)
• Taxable excess £200k* (£80k IHT liability)
• Needing “income” they decide to defer
pensions as not in estate
• Pensions nominated to each other, then children

• Utilise £200k of savings / investments to
reduce estate to £1m
• Pensions increase to £1.4m in deferral, 25%
(£350k) of which is available tax-free

*assuming full Double Nil Rate Bands at
2020/2021

LIFE ASSURANCE
• Regular premium “Whole Of Life” assurance, written in
trust to help towards paying any IHT liability
• Avoids losing control of capital throughout lifetime
• Can be paid as a gift out of income or part of the annual
exemptions
• Subject to medical underwriting

Strategic Planning
How long-term “Lifetime Cashflow” modelling can empower decision
making

LONG-TERM NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can I reduce IHT liabilities?
Can I afford to gift assets?
Where should I draw income from?
Does it make sense to draw my pensions, and if so when?
What options are best for me and my family?
What if my circumstances change?
• e.g. Long-Term Care costs

• Scenario Modelling and Cashflow Forecasting can help
provide the answers

LIFETIME CASHFLOW PLANNING
Income vs Expenditure long-term modelling

LIFETIME CASHFLOW PLANNING
Future capital value modelling

COMPLIANCE / REGULATORY INFORMATION
SG Wealth Management is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The contents of this presentation
are a brief summary of our background, advice process and current in-house investment philosophy and process. It does
not constitute financial or investment advice, or a promotion to invest. You should seek Independent Financial and Legal
advice before making any decisions and plans in this area.
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future returns. The returns from your investments can go down as well as up
and you may get back less than you invest. All performance data source FE Analytics, bid-bid, net income reinvested to end
June 2018 unless otherwise stated.
Society of Later Life Advisers (SOLLA) accreditation relates to John Griffin (DipPFS), an adviser and Wealth Manager at SG
Wealth Management.
This information contained in this presentation is based upon our interpretation of current legislation and tax rules and was
correct at the time of writing, however will be subject to change in the future.

Care Fee Planning
Mick & Pam:
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•

Married with one child, Gavin

•

During their joint life, they are concerned
about the cost of care and seek legal advice

•

Mick sadly dies

•

Pam is diagnosed with dementia and she can no
longer live independently in her own home
27/06/2017

Scenario 1: main asset is the family home
•

Whilst Mick & Pam are alive and well they both make Wills and change
the ownership of their home to “tenants in common”.
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•

They include a Life Interest Trust over their home in their Wills.

•

When Mick dies, Pam is not entitled outright to his half of the house
(although she has a right to live in the property as long as she wants/is
able to).

•

Mick’s half of the house is in trust and is therefore protected for their
son, Gavin. Pam can, however, downsize and use the trust fund to apply
to the purchase price of a new property, if she wishes.

•

When Pam needs to move into care, the house is sold
and Pam uses her share only to fund her care.
27/06/2017

Scenario 1: main asset is the family home
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Scenario 2 –significant assets in addition to the
family home

5 - Flexible Life Interest Trust (FLIT)
Solution
• On Mick’s death the FLIT is activated
•
•
•
•

Share of the house
Cash assets & investments in Mick’s sole name
“Overriding Powers of Appointment”
Half of the combined pot, in theory, can be
protected for Gavin

27/06/2017

Blended family
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Rachel & Ross

•
•
•
•
•

Married
Ross has a child from a previous relationship, Ben
Ross dies
What does Ben end up with?
The difference between a simple Will and
an estate planning Will
27/06/2017

There are numerous other reasons why
estate planning is important, including:
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Providing for beneficiaries under the age of 18
Providing for beneficiaries with disability
Concerns regarding the partner of a beneficiary or stability of
their relationship

Concerns about “spendthrift” children
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Any questions?

Thank you…
01603 693500
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info@clapham-collinge.co.uk
www.clapham-collinge.co.uk

